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The horizontal trajectory of the beam calculated using measured magnetic field is shown on Figure 1 . The averaged electron trajectory in the Cornell wiggler has offset of about 800 pm relative to the axis of the beam line. The gain of FEL depends on maintaining a precise phase relationship between the wiggle motion and the electric field of the radiation. It is necessary to effectively control the transverse betatron oscillations to satisfy this relationship, In a wiggler of conventional design there is no focusing in horizontal plane so external focusing is required. This focusing is provided by four-wire correctors mounted on the vacuum chamber inside the magnetic gap of the Cornell wiggler. Four separate corrector sections are distributed over the wiggler. These correctors can provide both dipole and quadrupole fields. The strength of the quadrupole correctors is adjusted to keep horizontal and vertical beta functions approximately constant along the wiggler and equal to 0.6 m. Lattice functions of the beam line are shown on A HeNe laser, which is aligned using two irises, defines the reference straight line. The HeNe laser beam position strongly depends on the temperature of the laser. For our case 1 degree C approximately corresponds to 20pm displacement at the pop-in monitor locations. There is no temperature stabilization for the HeNe laser so this dependence should be always kept in mind.
The HeNe laser is also used for calibration of the pop-in monitors. The laser heam is deviated with rotating thick glass, and frame grabber readings are compared with known laser displacement. It was found that the calibration is not constant along the monitor area, so we suppose that aluminium mirrors inside the vacuum chamber are not flat. The HeNe laser beam is focused to have a wedge on 3' monitor of the Cornell wiggler. The distance between focusing telescope and the 3' monitor is about 10 m so the minimum possible beam size at that point is about 1 mm. On other pop-in monitors the laser spot a hit larger.
Such big laser beam size places high demands on laser beam and pop-in monitor optics quality because it is necessary to determine the position of the centroid of the 1 mm spot with accuracy of order of ten microns. Pop-In number
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Figure 6
Results of the correction using the focusing variation for horizontal and vertical planes.
CONCLUSION
We present the electron beam diagnostics and the trajectory correction schemes for the HGHG experiments. The experiment requires the beam trajectory in the wiggler magnets to he straight line within 100 pm, and our correction schemes allow achieving such accuracy. However using HeNe laser as a reference line demands surprisingly high quality optical elements in pop-in monitors to achieve same accuracy as in methods using focusing variation in the wiggler. In our case the focusing variation method demonstrates better accuracy of correction than the first method relying on the HeNe laser. The main problem of the first method seems to he in the determination of the HeNe beam positions. Due to long distance between telescope, which focus the HeNe beam, and pop-in monitors the minimum possible laser beam size on the monitors is about lmm. To get good correction it is necessary to determine the HeNe beam position with accuracy of order of 10 pm. But non-ideal optical elements (telescope, mirrors, filters, etc.) cause small laser image distortions which result in the errors in measuring of the positions of the HeNe beam centroid. Therefore the laser beam trajectory is not a straight line any more, and this defines limitation for correction scheme.
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